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I have had a strong interest in the Arab-Israeli Wars for many years. It was however the Modern 

Spearhead rules that rekindled this interest and indeed drew out of storage my Arab-Israeli models 

and deployed them on to the wargames table. Below are a few thoughts on using Modern Spearhead 

for the Arab-Israeli wars. 

Table Size & Ground Scale 

I usually play Modern Spearhead on a tables that measures 1.8m by 1.2m. I quickly found that the 

nominal ground scale produced games featuring what were effectively frontal assaults. This was both 

in games in the desert but also games set in Cold War Europe.  

In many ways desert warfare is one of manoeuvre. Modern weapon systems however impact 

somewhat on the modelling of this manoeuvre. Long range weapons can quickly dominate the 

average wargames table. 

A larger table could of course be used and indeed I tried this. For me the games lacked room for 

manoeuvre and the full impact of the planning and commitment of reserves seemed less important 

than basic technology.  

 

After some experimentation I have found that using the alternate ground scale, as described in the 

Modern Spearhead rule book, allowed my games to better represent my view of combat in the Sinai 

and Golan, and indeed warfare in Europe. Reserves can be held back, positions can be outflanked, 

and time and distance becomes important, even on a 1.8m x 1.2m table. Increasing the table size 

allowed an increase in the forces adding even further to my games.  
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This alternate ground scale uses 1" = 125 metres rather than the more traditional 1" = 100m. In this 

scale armour moving in the open is visible at 12" while an Israeli Centurion has a basic range of 

14". To this end the data cards and quick reference sheet available for download form this site are 

supplied in this format. MSH stand bases sizes, town sectors, smoke, artillery pre-programmed burst 

zones and MRL system burst zones remain unchanged. These have been defined more clearly in the 

official clarifications file which can be downloaded from the Modern Spearhead website.  

 

Command & Control 

Modern Spearhead has five command and control classifications with which to rate the various 

nationalities and individual wars that make up the wars of the Arab-Israeli conflict. These are of 

course NATO1 through to Third World. Even with five classifications there arise some interesting 

discussions regarding the application of these ratings. In addition Modern Spearhead has three troop 

morale ratings, veteran, regular and green. The Arab-Israeli Wars began with generally disorganised 

and green troops, but over time the armies of the various countries increased in professionalism, 

training and morale. These combined factors, along with new equipment and revised doctrine, when 

applied to the individual wars impact the actual ratings of the combatants.   

By careful selection of ratings it is possible to not only define many of the differences between the 

combatants, but also apply the flavour of each of the wars. So how flexible were the Israeli forces 

during the period from 1967 to 1982? How inflexible were their Arab opponents?     

The Six Day War  

By 1967 Israeli formations at the battalion and brigade level had become generally professional and 

flexible. This can be seen in their engagements in Gaza, Sinai and the West Bank. Israel of course 

launched the first attacks and as such her command structures were in peak readiness. Unlike 

operations in ’56 officers generally followed orders though they were encouraged to use their own 

initiative. 
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This initiative was displayed particularly at battalion level. Combined with command of the air sound 

tactics and balanced force compositions achieved outstanding results.  

In MSH terms I would rate Israeli forces as NATO1. In addition the normal Israeli order change under 

fire ability would apply. From a morale perspective individual units would contain a good proportion of 

regular troops, with some rated as veteran. Israeli forces may conduct radio jamming and radio 

location electronic warfare missions.  

The Egyptians, while solid in defence, lacked tactical flexibility and paid for this. Formations were 

ordered to counter-attack late or in the wrong place. Worse still were the Syrians. Lacking basic 

formations above brigade level they fell apart when attacked and failed to halt the Israeli advances in 

the Golan. Therefore, I would suggest both Egyptians and Syrians be rated as Third World. To model 

the determined defence I would generally rate Egyptian infantry as regular. Some Egyptian armour 

and most Syrian troops however are be best rated as green.    

Jordanian ratings are more difficult to model. The Jordanian army out performed it’s Arab allies, but 

was still hamstrung by its command structures. Individual battalions and brigades fought almost 

independent actions. While Jordanian equipment was often better than that used by Israeli forces 

opposing them, results were simply not achieved. I would suggest that Jordanian forces be therefore 

rated as WARPAC2.    

All Arab forces may conduct radio jamming and radio location electronic warfare missions, but given 

their skills the impacts will be minimal. 

Of course a key component of the war is Israeli air-superiority, at least if modelling the actual war. 

Scenario designers, as well as players using the Scenario Generation System, should consider this 

when developing scenarios.  

As an additional note no armoured vehicles had, or in the case of the Arab armies used, infrared night 

fighting equipment during the 1967 War.  

Yom Kipper:  

Between 1967 and 1973 both Egypt and Syria underwent major reorganisations and training. Both 

armies would enter the Yom Kipper War in considerably better shape. However, both armies 

remained tactically inflexible when compared with the Israeli forces.    

Some hold to the view that Syrian troops performed better than Egypt in the ’73 war. While they 

certainly achieved initial success I believe this was more to do with weight of numbers in confined 

spaces rather than greater tactical flexibility. Indeed, the organisation of Syrian brigades into divisions 

was achieved just prior to the war. This indicates to me difficulties at higher levels of command. This 

was in contrast to the Egyptians who had been organized in higher-level formations for many years.  

There is also an argument that Syrian forces remained both more flexible and aggressive after Israeli 

forces pushed them into Syria than the Egyptians post the Israeli crossing of the Suez. However, I 

tend to believe these differences were more about army level troop commitment and the effects of 

breakthrough manoeuvres. I would therefore rate both Egyptian and Syrian forces as WARPAC2 

during ’73. Both may conduct a full range of electronic warfare missions.  

In 1973 other Arab nations committed forces to battle. Of these Iraqi formations performed poorly. 

Their attacks by green troops were ill prepared and failed quickly against the Israeli defenders. Iraqi 

forces are best rated as Third World and green. Fighting alongside the Iraqi troops was the Jordanian 

40th Armoured Brigade. The 40th is described as an elite formation which achieved outstanding 

results during 1970 fighting the Syrian invasion of northern Jordan. However, in 1973 the 40th 
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struggled to achieve success and was generally unsuccessful. This I suspect was due to the 

command structure it was operating under. In particular the 40th failed to coordinate attacks with Iraqi 

and Syrian units, including artillery fire support. From a command and control point of view, a rating of 

WARPAC2 is required, with morale being regular. Iraqi and Jordanian forces may conduct radio 

jamming and radio location electronic warfare missions. 

The Israeli’s also trained and altered their army structure between the wars. New equipment was 

introduced and absorbed. However, under the pressures of the Arab attacks command centres broke 

down and many were over-run especially in the Golan. On both fronts they became targets for Arab 

artillery fire further reducing command effectiveness. This suggests that Egyptian and Syrian 

effectiveness had increased.  

From an Israeli perspective a number of tactical lessons learnt during the ’67 war were found, 

especially at the start of the war, to be flawed. This should be reflected by the battalion compositions 

in the early days of the war when infantry were lacking from the formations. However, Israeli overall 

effectiveness remained flexible. Therefore, Israeli forces should be rated NATO1 and may conduct a 

full range of electronic warfare missions.   

However, Israeli forces should not be automatically considered to have air superiority, at least until 

the Arab air defences have been breached. The increase of Arab SAM systems is worth consideration 

when using the Scenario Generation System. Both Egyptian and Syrian non-divisional SAM systems 

should not be limited as is normal under the scenario system. Both Egyptian and Syrian SAMs were 

deployed in significant depth and Arab players should be allowed to deploy extremely heavy SAM 

systems. In contrast Arab air strikes, while occurring, were limited. Players should consider this 

carefully and typically limit Arab air support assets. 

By the 1973 Yom Kippur War Egyptian and Syrian armies some vehicles were equipped with, and 

using, infrared night fighting operationally. Israeli vehicles did not however add IR equipment to their 

tanks until after the 1973 war. 

Post 1973:   

Following the 1973 War Israel once again reviewed its performance. No longer able to rest on its 

stunning victories of 1967 equipment and tactics changed.  

Night fighting equipment 

was introduced. Artillery 

support and including 

counter-battery tactics 

reached new levels as did 

air and land co-operation. 

Specifically in 1982 

despite the operational 

plans changing frequently 

Israeli formations showed 

increased levels of 

success over a now well-

equipped and combat 

hardened Syrian enemy 

and irregular PLO 

formations. Clearly Israeli 

formations should be rated 

as NATO1.  
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The Syrians are however are more difficult to rate. While some formations may warrant a rating of 

WARPAC1, representing an increase in capability, most should remain WARPAC2. Irregular 

formations such as the militias and PLO should, of course, be rated as Third World.  

Syrian and Israeli forces may conduct full electronic warfare operations. Israeli forces should always 

be considered to have air-superiority. 

 

The Battlefield 

The terrain over which the various engagements of Arab-Israeli Wars have been fought has full of 

variety. It includes the open areas of Sinai desert through the mountains of the Golan. It has included 

open countryside and built up areas of Gaza and Lebanon. However, perhaps the most difficult to 

model, on the wargames table, is the “featureless” desert. However, reading accounts and looking at 

photos clearly shows that the desert was not flat and featureless. Here are a few suggestions for the 

Sinai. 

Stony/ Rocky/Scrubby Ground: Counts as Rough Ground for movement purposes. Stationary 

dismounted Infantry count as in cover for spotting purposes.   

Soft Sand: As Soft Ground but tracked vehicles risk bogging.  

 

Depressions: There are a number of these in the desert of varying sizes and depths. Rules for 

depressions are defined in the main rules but interestingly depressions are infrequently seen on the 

table. Depressions are often in stony areas. 

 

Hills and Ridges: A number of small one contour hills scattered around the table to represent small 

undulations. These hills may just big enough for one or two stands to break up the good going, 

provide small vantage points for spotting and so on. They in addition provide hull down positions as 

normal. Also have larger ridges or hills are a feature of the Sinai. Some will be low and break line of 

sight while others will be high and impassable to vehicles. 
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Escarpments & Wadis: These are the real hallmarks of the desert. Escarpments, in areas that were 

sea millennia ago, feature impassable cliff faces and positions to dominate lower ground and broken 

by tank runs where the terrain slopes down from one escarpment to another. The top levels of 

escarpments are generally featureless, baring the odd very low hill (spot height). But everywhere they 

have wadis running down from their top surface into the cliff face and providing routes for foot troops, 

and sometimes vehicles, to ascend and descend. Occasionally wadis can run across fairly open 

ground, impeding movement, but provide cover if you can get into them. Wadis traditionally are easy 

to enter at the ends, but rarely have easy access along their sides, except where other smaller wadis 

may join them. Vehicles should not normally go hull down in a wadi. 

Water Features and Vegetation: Some areas of the Sinai are built up and villages, towns or cities. 

They can also include of trees and water features. These include Gaza and the areas around the 

Suez, especially on the African side of the canal. 

 

 

 

 

 


